
Avictor Fitting Information 

The suit longevity directly depends on how well the suit is taken care of. The Avictor is a technical suit 

that has been constructed with highly fragile material and meant for racing only. The suit was not 

designed to withstand numerous hours of use. It was designed for short periods of wear /use. Standard 

longevity of the suit is thirty (30) hours wet time. This includes when the suit is in the water, damp on 

the body, and the time it takes to dry. Again, the longevity of the suit depends on the care of the suit.  

Tech Suit Care 

After race take a cool shower with the suit on to get the chlorine out of the suit fabric. Take the suit off 

and rinse with cool water again. Do not ring the suit out after rinsing. Lay the suit flat to dry inside out, 

and avoid extreme heat.  

Male Suit Fitting 

Follow the measurement chart online. For males with larger leg muscles the high waist is recommended 

(usually suggested for older males: Ex Matt Grevers). When putting on the suit follow the instructional 

guide. Try to avoid bunching of the suit on the legs and pulling from the waist band. Always pull by the 

black bonding seams. 

Female Suit Fitting 

Follow the measurement chart online. The most important measurement is the hip measurement. Once 

hip size is determined choose the size of suit. For females with larder leg muscles they may have to go 

up a size. Please refer to the chart online for closed back suits. If open back is preferred use the chart to 

determine size then go up one size.   

Always stretch the female suit before attempting to put the suit on (refer to photos below). Follow 

instructions in the suit packaging, avoid bunching in the leg area, and always pull from the black bonding 

seams.  

 


